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Abstract

An initialization algorithm for the continuous states in
mode switching systems is shown to give correct ini�
tial values� The mode switching systems are modeled
with switched bond graphs� and the proof is based on
singular perturbation theory�

� Introduction

In this paper we deal with the problem of simulating a
subclass of hybrid systems called mode switching sys�
tems� A mode switching system can be viewed as a
collection of continuous models together with rules for
switching between them� An intuitive picture is an au�
tomaton with continuous models in the vertices and
switching rules as transitions�

When simulating a physically modeled mode switching
system� the state space may change size when chang�
ing modes� When the number of states is decreasing�
the problem of initializing the new mode becomes non�
trivial� From a physical point of view� the initializa�
tion rules come from a generalization of the principle of
momentum conservation� This generalization includes�
e�g�� the charge conservation for electrical systems� and
volume conservation for hydraulic systems� When the
number of states does not change� or when the number
of states increases� the initialization is trivial� since the
states are continuous�

Example �
Consider the two capacitors in Figure �� When the
switch is closed their behavior is determined by the
principle of electrical charge conservation� stating that
the total amount of charges over the two capacitors is
kept constant� Hence this principle should be used to
initialize the new mode�

The use of a generalization of momentum conservation
has been discussed earlier in ��	� An initialization al�
gorithm based on the physical behavior for simulation

�A short version of this paper is published with the same title

in ���� IEEE Conference on Decision and Control�

i� i�

Figure �� A simple electrical example�

using switched bond graph has also been introduced �
	�
In this paper� the algorithm is presented� and it is
shown that the algorithm yields a valid initial state
for the new mode�

It is also shown how this initialization procedure can
be interpreted using singular perturbation theory� By
replacing the instant changes in the model with fast
dynamical behavior� the total dynamics of the model
can be divided into one fast part� approximating the
instant behavior of the switch� and one slow part� By
decreasing� or possibly increasing� a parameter in the
description of the fast dynamics� the di�erence in time
scales between the fast and slow dynamics can be in�
creased� When this di�erence becomes large enough�
the slow dynamics can be considered constant while
the fast dynamics reaches steady state� The initial val�
ues are achieved by assuming that the slow dynamics is
constant� and that the fast dynamics instantly reaches
steady state�

In this paper it is proven that the bond graph initial�
ization algorithm presented in Section 
 yields exactly
the same result as the initialization by dividing the dy�
namics into two time scales�

In Section �� the modeling language is presented� The
language used is switched bond graphs� which is an
extension of the classical� bond graph language� In
Section 
 the initialization of a new mode is discussed�
and the discussion is divided into three parts� It is
shown that the initialization is trivial when the num�
ber of states increases or is constant across the change
of modes� The initialization algorithm for the third
case� when the number of states decreases is presented
in Section 
�
� It is also shown that the algorithm gives
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initial values for the new mode� i�e�� that the algorithm
terminates and returns values for the states in the new
mode� In Section � the algorithm in Section 
�
 is in�
terpreted in a singular perturbation theory framework�
and the correctness of the initialization values is con�
�rmed� Finally� an electrical example is presented in
Section ��

� Switched Bond Graphs

The bond graph language ��� �	 is a graphical language
for making physical models of systems� It is based on
energy conservation� and shows how the energy �ows
in the system� When using bond graphs� the system
is modeled using a few standard elements� where each
element describes a certain aspect of the energy be�
havior� e�g�� if it is stored� dissipated� entered or trans�
formed� The mathematical relations in the elements
are described using two variables� e�ort e and �ow f �
whose product is of the quantity power� P � e � f �

Switched bond graphs ��� �� �	 are an extension of classi�
cal bond graphs in the sense that they also allow mod�
eling of instant changes in the system� When using
switched bond graphs� the bond graph language is ex�
tended with a new element� a switch ��	� With its two
di�erent states� E and F � the switch captures the mode
switching behavior� Fixed in the E�state� the switch is
replaced with a zero e�ort source� Se��� and in the F�
state� the switch is replaced with a zero �ow source�
Sf��� see Figure �� The causal assignment rules for the
zero e�ort and �ow sources are the same as for the or�
dinary sources� This leads to di�erent causality in the
di�erent modes� since the causality of a switch changes
between its states� With di�erent causality� the contin�
uous models of the di�erent modes may have a di�erent
number of states�

Sw

Se��

Sf��

gFEgEF

E

F

Figure �� The two states of a switch element� Causal

strokes are shown for the two states�

Note that a switched bond graph can be viewed as a
collection of classical bond graphs� each one describing
a certain mode� To �nd such a classical bond graph�
all switches have to be �xed in one of the two states�
i�e�� replaced with sources� There is one classical bond
graph for each combination of switch states�

To complete the description of a switch� two transition

conditions� gEF and gFE � have to be added� gEF gives
the condition for switching from state E to F � and gFE
the condition for switching the other way�

From a switched bond graph� simulation is algorith�
mic ��	 if the initializations are trivial and no chattering
occurs� A physically based initialization algorithm for
switched bond graphs has been discussed in �
	� and the
initialization procedure with the mathematically equiv�
alent hybrid bond graphs has been discussed in ��	�

� A Mode Initialization Algorithm

In this section the algorithm for initializing a new mode
is presented� The algorithm presented here does not
cover the general case� There are some assumptions
made about the underlying bond graph to make the
proofs in Section � easier� These assumptions and some
de�nitions are presented in Section 
���

In the initialization algorithm� the states are assumed
to be continuous as far as possible� This assumption
relies on the fact that physical systems are continuous
even if the structure changes� assuming that no ele�
ments that store energy become connected� There is
also a tradition when working with di�erential equa�
tions� that their solutions are continuous if possible�

If the mode being left is con�ict free� there are three
things that can happen when a switch changes state�
There can be a change of causality at an R�element� a
storage element or a source� If the change of causality
is at a source� the mode entered will be a con�ict mode�
This may indicate an error in the model or the system�
but it might also be a valid model� This problem is
discussed further in �
	�

When the causality changes at an R�element� both
modes will be con�ict free� This case is discussed in
Section 
��� The case when the change of causality is
at a storage element is discussed in Section 
�
�

If the mode entered is con�ict free we deal with two
cases� The case when the mode being left has depen�
dent storage elements is discussed in Section 
��� and if
the mode being left has no causal con�ict we are back
in the con�ict free case� discussed in Section 
���

��� Assumptions and de�nitions
Since the general case is not considered� we will in this
section specify the restrictions that have been made�
Furthermore some terminology and notation will be in�
troduced�

Consider a mode switching system modeled with a
switched bond graph� Assume that the bond graph
has the following properties�
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Assumption �
A� There are no multi�port elements in the bond

graph�

A� There are no loops in the bond graph�

A� There are no transformers or gyrators�

Assumption A� simpli�es the causal propagation algo�
rithm� and we get a better overview of causal changes
when changing modes� The third assumption is just
to simplify notation� The algorithm can easily be ex�
tended to bond graphs with transformers and gyrators�

We also need the following three de�nitions�

De�nition � �Causal path	
Consider the bond graph as being a graph where the
bonds are the edges and the bond graph nodes and
junctions are the nodes� Let the graph be directed
by the causal strokes in the bond graph� If there is
a directed path in the graph between two nodes cor�
responding to bond graph nodes� there is a causal

path ��	
 between these nodes in the bond graph�

This de�nition has to be slightly modi�ed if there are
GY�elements in the bond graph ���	�

De�nition � �Causal dependence	
Two bond graph elements are causally dependent if
there is a causal path between them�

De�nition � �Dependent set	
In a bond graph with one storage element s with non�
preferred causality� the dependent set D of elements
consists of s and all elements that are causally depen�
dent on s�

The following lemma shows how the causality changes�
when changing causality at one element in the bond
graph�

Lemma �
Consider a bond graph for which Assumptions A�
and A� hold�

When changing the causality at one node� n�� the
causality will change at this node and precisely one
other node� n��

Furthermore� there is a causal path between n� and
n� both before and after changing causality� and when
changing modes it is only the causality along this causal
path that changes�

Proof� The proof is constructive� First we will con�
sider the degenerate case when the bond b� next to n� is
connected to a node n� on the other side as well� When

changing the causality at n�� i�e�� changing causality at
the bond� the causality will change at the other node
as well� Since there is only one bond between the two
nods� it immediately follows that there is a causal path
between the nodes� and that it changes when changing
causality at n��

Now consider the case when there is a junction j� on
the other side of b�� When changing the causality at
n�� the causality at b� will change� If a causal stroke
is moved to the side of the bond closest to j�� a causal
stroke at another bond b� connected to j� has to moved
away from j� and vice versa� Note that the two bonds
where the causality is changed are in the same causal
path both before and after the change of causality�

If b� is connected to a node� that node is n�� and the
proof is clear since b� and b� are in the same causal path
both before and after changing nodes� and since no
other bond has changed causality� If there is a junction
j� on the other side of b�� we can repeat the arguments
above� introducing a third bond b� that is connected to
j� and changes causality when b� changes causality�

The bonds b� and b� are in the same causal path since
both changes causality� Since b� and b� are in the same
causal path� we can conclude that b�� b� and b� are
all in the same causal path both before and after the
causality changes� We can also see that the causality
has not changed at any other bond�

Repeat the procedure for new junctions until reaching
a second node� Since there are no loops in the bond
graph� the procedure will �nally lead to a second node�

For the special case when n� is a switch the following
corollary holds�

Corollary �
When a switch changes states� there will be one other
node that changes causality� There will also be a causal
path between this node and the switch in both the
mode being left and the mode being entered�

��� From a con
ict free mode to a con
ict free
mode
If the change of causality is at an R�element� as shown
in Figure 
� the continuous states of the system are the
same in both modes� meaning that they have the same
physical interpretation� Therefore the two modes can
be expressed in state space form with the same states�
Mode ��

�x � f�x� u� ��

Mode ��

�x � f�x� u� ��






Since we have the same states in both modes� we can
initialize the states variables in the new mode to get
continuous state variables throughout the change of
mode�

SwSw ��

RR

CC

Figure �� An example of switching between two con�ict
free modes�

The initialization rule for this type of transition is
hence

xt� � xt�� 
�

where t� is before the change of mode and t is after�
Furthermore jt� t�j � �� �� � ��

��� From a con
ict free mode to a mode with
dependent states
When two states become dependent� in the generic case
all state variables can not be continuous� The depen�
dency between the states will lead to algebraic connec�
tions between the state variables� The algorithm pre�
sented in this section will �nd these algebraic relations
as well as all states that are continuous throughout the
change of mode� The key to �nding the relations is the
causal propagation�

SwSw ��
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CC

Figure �� An example of switching from a con�ict free
mode to a mode with derivative causality�

We will �rst introduce some notation� The mode being
left is denoted M� and the mode being entered M��
We assume that M� is con�ict free and that M� has
one storage element with derivative causality� Storage
elements in general are denoted with sk� where k is
an index� The storage element in M� with derivative
causality will have index �� s�� Sources are in the same
way denoted with pk�

The dependent set in M� is denoted D�� s� is then an
element in D��

Let l� be the number of storage elements and l� the
number of sources in D�� s� is the element in D� with
non�preferred causality� sk� k � �� � � � � l�� the other
storage elements in D�� and sk� k � l� � �� � � � � n��

the storage elements in �D�� pk� k � �� � � � � l�� are the
sources in D�� and pk� k � l� � �� � � � � n�� the sources
in �D��

Introduce a variable xk for each storage element sk�
Since there is a storage element with non�preferred
causality in mode M�� there is one relation at a stor�
age element that yields a di�erentiation instead of an
integration� This means that all xk � k � �� � � � � n�� are
not state variables in the overall model�

In the same way� introduce one input variable uk for
each source pk�

To show that all steps in the algorithm are possible to
perform� the following lemma is needed�

Lemma �
Consider a bond graph for which Assumptions A�� A�
and A� hold�

Any causal path from s�� the storage element with non�
preferred causality� in M� will lead to another storage
element of the same type or to a source with causal�
ity that is the same as the preferred causality for the
storage element�

Proof� In the proof it is assumed that s� is a C�
element� For an I�element the proof is dual�

We need to show that there are no causal paths from
s� to an Sf�� I� or R�element�

Assume that there is a causal path from s� to an Sf�
element� Since there are no gyrators in the bond graph�
and since the causality stroke on the bond next to s�
is on the same side of the bond as s�� Sf�element will
have e�ort causality due to the assumed causal path be�
tween the elements� This can not appear with a proper
causality propagation algorithm� By changing causal�
ity along the causal path between s� and the Sf�element
according to Lemma �� a correct causal assignment is
achieved� with preferred e�ort� causality at s� and �ow
causality at the Sf�element�

If there is a causal path between two storage element�
s� and an I�element� where s� has derivative causal�
ity� both elements will have derivative causality accord�
ing to the assumed causal path between the elements�
Both elements get preferred causality if the causality is
changed along the causal path according to Lemma ��

If there is a causal path between s� and an R�element�
the non�preferred causality at s� can be relaxed by
changing causality at the R�element� using the same
arguments as above�

As a consequence� D�� the dependent set in M�� will
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only include storage elements and sources with the
same preferred causality�

When changing modes� from modeM� to modeM�� the
values of the state variables inM� just before the mode
change xt��� are assumed to be known� The algorithm
will then give the initial values of the state variables in
mode M�� xt��

The idea behind the algorithm is that it is the variables
in D� that are discontinuous� and the state variables
belonging to storage elements outside D� are continu�
ous throughout the change of modes� Assuming this�
the initialization is easy for the states in �D�� since
they will keep their values throughout the change of
mode�

The values of the variables in D� are found using equa�
tion generation along causal paths in D�� To get bet�
ter understanding of one of the steps in the algorithm
we will discuss a certain type of equations that appear
when generating equation inside D�� equations of the
following form�

�x�t�� �xkt� � fXt�� ��

x� and xk are two variables corresponding to storage
elements in D�� and X consists of variables correspond�
ing to storage elements in �D�� The equation is hence
a relation between variables in �D� and derivatives of
variables in D��

We have assumed that the variables in Xt� are contin�
uous across the change of modes� and hence fXt�� is
continuous across the change of mode� Since the mode
change is instantaneous� the value of fXt�� will be
the same immediately before and immediately after the
change of mode� Hence

lim
���

Z t��

t��

fXs�� ds � � ��

If using the notation gt�� � lim��� gt � ��� and the
slightly sloppy notation gt� � lim��� gt � �� we see
that�

x�t�� xkt� �

Z t

�

fXs�� ds �

�

Z t�

�

fXs�� ds � x�t
��� xkt

��

��

We see that we can disregard the part of the bond graph
in �D� when deriving initial conditions for variables in
D� using relations between derivatives�

Algorithm � �Initialization algorithm	
�� Propagate causality in mode M��

�� Find D�� the dependent set in M��

�� Derive an equation x� � gs�x�� � � � � xl�� �
gp�u�� � � � � ul�� expressing the state of s� in the
states of the other storage elements and the
sources in D�� Rewrite the equation as�

x� � gs�x�� � � � � xl�� � gp�u�� � � � � ul�� ��

The equation is derived using a standard bond
graph equation generation algorithm for the given
causality� That the equation will be of the form
above follows from Lemma �� by following causal
paths from s�� when using the equation genera�
tion algorithm presented in ��
�

This equation should be ful�lled immediately
when entering the new mode� and can therefore
be used to initialize the new mode� In Exam�
ple � this equation states that the voltages across
the two capacitors are equal when the switch is
closed�

� Derive l� � � equations g�� � � � � gl� � expressing
�xk� k � f�� � � � � l�g in the rate variable �x�� using
the causal path between sk and s�� These equa�
tions correspond to Equation � The other causal
paths leading to sk� can be neglected according
to the discussion leading to Equation ����

�xk � gk �x�� � �k� �x�� k � �� � � � � l� ��

The sign �k� before �x� depends on the junction
structure and the direction of the bonds along the
causal path�

�� Integrate both sides of Equation � across the
mode change�

xk � �k�x� � C� k � �� � � � � l� ��

From Equation ��� we know that the value of C
becomes C � xkt

�� � �k�x�t
��� and l� � � new

initialization equations are achieved�

xkt�� �k�x�t� � xkt
��� �k�x�t

���

k � �� � � � � l�
���

Where xt�� is the value of a state before the mode
change� and xt� the value after�

In Example �� where k � �� the equation states
that the total charge over the two capacitors is
kept constant when the switch is closed�

�� Another n � l equations are needed to get the
initialization complete� Since all storage elements
outside D� have preferred causality� they will be
continuous�

xkt� � xkt
��� k � l � �� � � � � n ���
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�� The three sets of equations� Equations ���� ��	��
and ����� form a system of equations that can be
solved� see Lemma � to achieve initial values of
the new mode�

We will in Lemma � prove that this initialization algo�
rithm gives a solvable set of equations� To do this we
need the following result�

Lemma �
Consider two storage elements of the same kind with
a causal path between them� Assume that the half
arrows on the bonds next to the storage elements point
towards its respective element�

When using the equation generation algorithm in ��
 in
one direction along the causal path� an equation relat�
ing the two states can be derived�

x� � ���a�x� � fx� u� � ��

where ��� is either �� or ��� and a� � � is a constant�
The term ����a�x� comes from the causal path be�
tween the two storage elements considered� and fx� u�
comes from all causal path leading to the element with
derivative causality from other storage elements and
sources� Compare with Equation ���� Another equa�
tion relating the state derivatives� the rates� can be
achieved by generating equations along the causal path
in the other direction and integrate the relation be�
tween the derivatives�

x� � ���x� � C

where ��� is either �� or ��� and C is a constant�
Compare with Equation ��	��

The two signs are di�erent� i�e�� ��� � �����

Proof� Consider the energy bonds in the causal path
between the storage elements� Since the two bonds
next to the storage elements point in di�erent direc�
tions� there has to exist an odd number junctions in
the path where both bonds in the path are directed
either from or towards the junction�

Now consider one of the junctions in the path� Assume
that both bonds are directed either towards or from the
junction� Let e� and f� be the variables correspond�
ing to one of the bonds and e� and f� the variables
corresponding to the other bond� If the junction is a
��junction� the relation between the variables are�

e� � �e� ���

f� � f� �
�

And for a ��junction the relations are�

e� � e� ���

f� � �f� ���

If both bonds are directed either towards or from a
junction� there is a change of sign in one of the vari�
ables� independent of junction type�

Assume that one bond is directed towards the junction
and the other from the junction� For both types of
junction the relations between the variables are�

e� � e� ���

f� � f� ���

With an odd number of junctions in the path where
both bonds in the path are directed either from or to�
wards the junction� the total number of sign changes
is odd� Since ��� � ���k� where k is the number of
sign changes in one direction and ��� � ���l� where
l is the number of sign changes in the other direction�
and k � l is odd� we get

��� � ��� � ���k�l � �� ���

Hence ��� and ��� are di�erent�

Example �
Look at the two causally dependent elements in Fig�
ure �� Assume that the relations at the C�elements are
linear� with coe�cients c� and c��

C� C�� �

Figure � Two causally dependent C�elements�

If generating the equation from C� the result will be�

x� �
c�
c�

x� � � ���

If generating the equation from C� and integrating it
the result will be�

x� � x� � C ���

We see that ��� � �� and ��� � ��� Hence ��� �
�����

Lemma �
The system of equations generated in Algorithm � is
solvable when assuming that Equation ��� is linear�

gs�x�� � � � � xl�� � ���a�x� � � � �� ��lal�xl� ���

gp�u�� � � � � ul�� � b�u� � � � �� bl�ul� ���

where ak � �� k � � � � � l� and each sign ��k � k �
� � � � l� is either �� or ���

Proof� If we look at Equations ��� ��� and ���
and rewrite them in matrix form� we get the following
structure�

T xt� � xmt
�� �
�

�



where

T �

�
�������

� ����a� ����a� ��� ���l�
al�

� � ��� �

���� � � ��� � � � ��� �

���
���

���
� � �

���
���
���
� � �

���
��l��

� � ��� � � � ��� �

� � � ��� � � � ��� �

���
���

���
� � �

���
���
���
� � �

���
� � � ��� � � � ��� �

�
�������

���	

and

x�t	 �

�
���������

x��t�
x��t�

x��t����
xl�

�t�

xl���
�t�

xl���
�t�

���
xn� �t�

�
���������
� xm�t�	 �

�
����������

g
p
�
�u��t

������ �xl� �t
���

����x��t
���x��t

��

����x��t
���x��t

�����
��l��

x��t
���xl� �t

��

xl���
�t��

xl���
�t��

���
xn� �t

��

�
����������

��
	

The right hand side of Equation �
� only contain old
values of x�� � � � � xn� and is therefore known� The sys�
tem of equations is solvable if there are n� linearly in�
dependent equations on the left hand side�

To prove full rank of T � we will try to achieve
an upper triangular matrix with positive diagonal
elements by eliminating the elements in positions
�� ��� 
� ��� � � � l�� ��� We do this by adding multiples
of columns � through l� to column �� When all these
elements are eliminated� the element in position �� ��
has to be positive�

To eliminate the element in position �� ��� add ���
times column � to column �� The element in position
�� �� will then be T�

�� � � � ������a�� Since� from
Lemma 
� ������ � ��� T�

�� � � � a�� We know that
a� � �� therefore the value of T�� has increased or is
the same�� By eliminating the other elements� with the
same arguments� we see that the �nal value of T�� � ��

To summarize� By column operations we can remove
the elements below the diagonal� For each element we
remove we know that we will not decrease the value
of the element in position �� ��� Hence we will get an
upper diagonal matrix with non�zero elements in the
diagonal� The matrix T will therefore have full rank�
and be invertible�

��� From mode with dependent states to a con�

ict mode�
When the derivative causality is relaxed at a storage
element� the number of state variables increases with
one� In the continuous mathematical description this
means that an algebraic relation between variables has
been replaced with a dynamic relation�
Mode ��

�xa � f�axa� �xb� u� ���

xb � f�bxa� xb� u� ���

Mode ��

�x � f�x� u� ���

where x � xTa � xb�
T �

Since the derivative of x is calculated in a new way
in mode �� it may be discontinuous� but a variable
with discontinuous and bounded derivative is contin�
uous� Hence the state variables are continuous�

One problem is that the state variable xb in mode � is
not a state variable in mode �� and it has to be known
to perform the initialization� In a bond graph frame
this is not a problem since xb is a state variable in the
constitutive relation for a storage element� If the values
at all such variables are calculated during simulation�
the initialization procedure will work�

SwSw ��

RR

CC

Figure �� Switching from a mode with derivative causality
to a con�ict free mode�

� Singular Perturbation Analysis

The initialization procedures described in Section 
��
and 
�� has been motivated by arguing that the states
are continuous because the state derivatives are piece�
wise continuous and bounded� Here the initialization
algorithm in Section 
�
 will be analyzed�

We have in Section 
�
 presented an initialization algo�
rithm for modes with derivative causality at one storage
element and shown that the algorithm yields initial val�
ues for the new mode� The next step is to argue that
the achieved values are correct by using the theory of
singular perturbations ��	� We will start by considering
the instant change of the state variables as a very fast
continuous change� Then there will be two time scales
in the model� one fast describing the dynamics earlier
modeled as instant changes� and one slow� describing
the rest of the dynamics� If we separate the two time
scales enough� the slow time scale can be considered
constant while the fast dynamics reaches steady state�
We will show that the steady state value of the fast
dynamics and the constant value of the slow dynamics
are the values achieved by Algorithm � in Section 
�
�

To come to this conclusion� we will �rst replace the
switch that changes position with a linear R�element�
where e � R � f � and assume that the constant R
changes value when the mode change appear� This will

�



lead to a model where the causality does not change
when changing modes� We have transferred the mode
switching model to a corresponding time varying con�
tinuous model� Hence the states will be continuous
throughout the mode change�

In order to simplify the discussion in this section we
will only considerC�elements as storage elements in the
dependent set D� Therefore we will give the parameter
R in the R�element in the corresponding classical bond
graph a small value � in the new mode� The proofs for
I�elements will be dual� and the parameter value of the
added R�element has to be R � �	�� where � is small�

When generating equations from the bond graph de�
scribing the continuous model� we will get a state space
description where the right hand side depends on ��
The state space model can by a change of basis be
transformed to a model where it is clear that the sys�
tem is singularly perturbed� Furthermore� after the
change of basis� the partition into fast and slow dy�
namics will be clear from the state space description�
The interpretation of the fast and the slow dynamics
will be the expected� The slow dynamics corresponds
to the generalized momentum� which is kept constant
during a change of mode� and the fast dynamics corre�
spond to Equation ���� quantities in the system that
instantly changes�

In Section ��� some notation is introduced� and in the
following section� Section ���� a theorem stating that
Gr is singularly perturbed is found and it is also shown
that the initial conditions given by Algorithm � are
achieved using singular perturbation theory as well�
The rest of Section � is used to prove the theorem in
Section ����

��� Notation
There are two bond graphs considered� one including
the switch that changes state� and one where it is re�
placed with an R�element� Denote the bond graph
with the switch by Gsw and the bond graph with the
R�element Gr� Denote the switch by sw and the R�
element with r� The bond graphs are very similar� the
only thing that di�ers� except the replaced element� is
a change of causality� The number of storage elements
n� and the number of sources n� are therefore the same
in both graphs�

The dependent set in Gsw when sw changes states is
denoted by D� The number of storage elements in D
is l� and the number of sources in D is l�� The stor�
age element with derivative causality is denoted s�� We
will use the notation D also when discussing Gr� mean�
ing exactly the same storage elements and sources that
belongs to D in Gsw�

��� The main theorem
The change of basis� introduced to get the system in
a form where it is clear that the system is singularly
perturbed� uses a transformation matrix that is derived
from Equations ��� ��� and ���� It is the same matrix
that in Lemma � is proved to have full rank� With the
new states y � y�� � � � � yn�

T � and the old states x �
x�� � � � � xn�

T � we have the following transformation�

y � Tx ���

where T is found in Equation ����

With this change of basis the following theorem holds�

Theorem �
Consider a bond graph with linear elements for which
Assumptions A� and A� and A� hold�

In the linear switch bond graph model� replace the
switch whose state is changing when changing modes
with a linear R�element with parameter value �� Derive
the state space equations for the bond graph� Make a
change of basis of the state space equation according
to Equation ���� with T de�ned in Equation ���� The
structure of the state space form will then be the fol�
lowing��

� �y�
�y��n

�
�

�
a�� � �a��� �a��

A�� A��

��
y�
y��n

�

�

�
B�� �B��

B�� B��

��
u��l�
ul����n

� 
��

where a�� �� �� Furthermore

B��u��l�
a��

� gp� 
��

where gp� is de�ned in Equation ��

The rest of Section � contains the proof of the theorem�
but before the proof is presented� the initial values of
Algorithm � will be con�rmed�

Lemma 
For the system described by Equations ��	� and �����
the initial values of Algorithm � are achieved when
�� � if the states y��n are continuous while y� reaches
steady state

Proof� �Of Lemma �	 By letting � tend to zero we get
the following equations��

�
�y��n

�
�

�
a�� �
A�� A��

��
y�
y��n

�

�

�
B�� �
B�� B��

��
u��l�
ul����n

� 
��

�



Assuming that the slow dynamics� i�e�� y��n� is constant
and that y� is determined by the �rst row in Equa�
tion 
��� we get the following initialization equations�

y�t� �
B��u��l�t�

a��
� gp�t� 

�

y��nt� � y��nt
�� 
��

Rewrite this in terms of the old state variables x using
that

y� � x� � gs� 
��

yk � xk � �k�x�� k � �� � � � � l� 
��

yk � xk� k � l� � �� � � � � n� 
��


��

according to how y is de�ned in Equation ��� Then we
get

x�t� � gs�t� � gp�t� 
��

xkt� � �k�x�t� � xkt
��� �k�x�t

���

k � �� � � � � l� ���

xkt� � xkt
��� k � l� � �� � � � � n� ���

These are exactly the same initialization rules as
achieved by Algorithm ��

Outline of the proof of Theorem �� In the
remainder of Section � a proof of Theorem � can be
found� Here the ideas behind the proof are brie�y dis�
cussed�

One of the key ideas of the proof is that � is only in�
troduced in Gr at r� There are no other places in the
bond graph were this variable occurs� To use this fact�
expressions for the e�ort and �ow variables at r are
derived�

One can also note that old state variables that corre�
sponds to elements outside of D can not be dependent
of the variables at r due to the causal paths in Gr�

Using these two ideas� expressions for the derivatives of
the old state variables �x in the new state variables y are
found� Then the derivatives of the new state variables
�y are expressed in �x�

In Section ��
 some lemmas describing structure of the
bond graphs are presented� The structure is used in
the proofs of forthcoming lemmas�

The values of the variables at the bond next to r are de�
rived in Section ���� Using this information� the deriva�
tives of the old state variables are derived in the new
state variables in Section ����

Finally� in Section ���� the derivatives of the new state
variables are expressed�

��� Lemmas describing structure in the bond
graph
Under the assumption that s� is a C�element� the fol�
lowing lemma holds�

Lemma �
Consider a bond graph for which Assumptions A�
and A� and A� hold�

Let s� be a C�element� Consider the causal path be�
tween s� and sj � where sj � D� This path meets the
path between s� and sk� sk � D� k �� j� at a ��junction�

Proof� Both sj and sk have e�ort causality� The
junction where the paths meet has to allow more that
one e�ort causality propagated to it� According to the
causality rules for junctions� the junction has to be a
��junction�

The following result is then immediate from the duality
of e�ort and �ow in bond graphs�

Corollary �
If s� is an I�element the junction where the paths meet
is a ��junction�

From Lemma � and the de�nition of dependent set� we
know that in Gsw all causal paths in D lead to s�� We
have a similar result for Gr�

Lemma �
If replacing the Sw�element� sw� with an R�element� r�
there will be a causal path from each element in D to
r� These are also the only causal paths leading to r�

Proof� We know that there is a causal path between
sw and s� in Gsw� otherwise s� would not have deriva�
tive causality� When replacing the switch with r� the
causality is changed at both elements to get the proper
causality� We know from Lemma � that the causality
also changes along the path between the two elements�

Look at one causal path from an element sk in D lead�
ing to s� in Gsw� Such a path exists according to the
de�nition of D� There is a ��junction where this path�
and the path from sw meet according to Lemma ��

In Gr there is a path from sk to the junction since there
was a path from sk to s� in Gsw and the causality from
the junction to sk has not changed when replacing sw
according to Lemma �� That there is a causal path
from the junction to r is also clear since there is a causal
path between s� and r� and the junction lies in between
the elements� That the path will not be broken at the
junction follows from the causality rules for junctions�
see Figure �� If the causality changes at the two bonds
next to the junction along the path between s� and

�



sw 	 r when replacing sw� all causal paths leading to
s� in Gsw will lead to r in Gr�

Hence all elements in D will have causal paths leading
to r�

That no other element leads to r follows from symme�
try� If changing back from r to the switch� the causality
would also change back� But with the same arguments�
all paths leading to r would be directed to s�� and the
paths leading to s� all come from elements in D�

Sw R ��

s�s�

sksk

Figure �� Causality changes at the junctions�

The following lemma gives useful information about the
dependency of di�erent variables�

Lemma �
The e�ort and �ow variables of the bonds connected
to elements outside D 	 r are not dependent on the
variables at r�

Proof� All causal paths to r comes from elements
in D� i�e�� sources or storage elements with preferred
causality� If a causal path goes from a bond outside
D 	 r into D it will hence reach a storage element or
a source� Hence an equation generation algorithm will
stop there� and not continue to r�

��� Variable values at r� the R�element
The value of the variables at the bond next to r is
important in the proof of Theorem �� In this section
expressions for the two variables are derived� We will
start with a lemma that gives a relation between the
signs that corresponds to a ��junction�

Proposition �
Consider a ��junction with three connecting bonds as
in Figure �� The three di�erent causalities that can
be propagated through the junction� correspond to the
following three equations�

e� � ���e� � ���e� ���

e� � ���e� � ���e� �
�

e� � ���e� � ���e� ���

The signs depend on the directions of the energy half�
arrows and have the following properties�

�ij � �ji� i� j � f�� �� 
g� i �� j ���

��� � ������� ���

�

b�

b� b�

���

������

Figure �� A ��junction�

Proof� From a bond graph equation generation al�
gorithm it follows that sign �ij is negative if bond bi
and bj both are directed from the junction or towards
the junction� Since �ji depends on the directions of the
same bonds� �ji � �ij

Equations ��� can now be rewritten as

e� � ���e� � ���e� ���

e� � ���e� � ���e� ���

e� � ���e� � ���e� ���

Solve Equation ��� for e�

e� � ���e� � ������e� ���

Compare the signs in front of e� in Equations ���
and ���� Then we see that

��� � ������� 
 ��� � ������� ���

With help of this lemma� the variables at the bond next
to r will be expressed in the new basis y� To do this we
will start by examining the �rst row in Equation �
�

x� � ���
�x� � � � �� ��l�
l�xl�

� gp�u�t�� � � � � ul�t�
���

We see from Equation �� that the left hand side equals
y�� If rewriting Equation �� we get�

y� � gp�u�t�� � � � � ul�t� � � �
�

We will now show that the left hand side of Equa�
tion �
� is proportional to the e�ort variable at r�

Lemma �
The equation describing the e�ort variable er at the
bond next to r in states and inputs is a constant �r �� �
times the left hand side in Equation ����� that is

er � �r x� � gs� � gp�� � �r y� � gp�� ���

and hence the �ow variable fr is

fr �
�r
�
y� � gp�� ���

��



Proof� First some notation is introduced� The e�ort
variables at the storage elements in Gsw are denoted
eswk � where k � f�� � � � � l�g� The corresponding e�ort
variables in Gsw are denoted erk� The distinction be�
tween the storage variables will clarify the proof� In
the same way the e�ort variables are denoted eswk in
Gsw and erk in Gr� where k � fl� � �� � � � � l� � l�g�

The constitutive relations for the elements in D give
the following relationship between e�orts� states and
inputs�

eswk �
xk
ck
� k � f�� � � � � l�g ���

eswk � uk�l� � k � fl� � �� � � � � l� � l�g ���

In the proof we will �rst consider Gsw � In this bond
graph we will use signs to describe di�erent parts of the
junction structure� Then we can derive an expression
for esw� in the signs and eswk � k � f�� � � � � l� � l�g and
hence in the signs� xk

ck
� k � f�� � � � � l�g� and uk� k �

f�� � � � � l�g�

From step 
 in Algorithm �� we know that the value
of x� is derived using standard bond graph equation
generation� With the given causality x� � c�e

sw
� � From

Equation �� it follows that

esw� �
�

c�
gs� � gp��� ���

Since esw� is a sum of e�orts� each coming from a certain
state or input� superposition can be used to �nd an
expression for esw� in state variables and inputs�

esw� �

l��l�X
k��

esw�k ���

where esw�k is the part of esw� coming from element k in
D�

To determine esw�k look at the bond graph in Figure ��
where the path from s� to sk is shown� The other paths
can be neglected due to superposition� The ��junction
where this path meets the path from the switch is de�
picted in the �gure� Three signs� �s�k � �skk � and �swk
are introduced to describe the junction structure in the
paths�

Three signs are also introduced at the junction accord�
ing to Figure �� and Lemma ��

From this we can conclude that

esw�k � �s�k �s�skk �skk eswk ���

Sw

�sk s�

�s�k�skk

�swk

Figure �� The path between element sk and s��

�

�s�skk

�s�swk�skswk

Figure ��� The junction where the paths meet�

and hence

esw� �

l��l�X
k��

�s�k �s�skk �skk eswk

�

l�X
k��

�s�k �s�skk �skk
xk
ck

�

l��l�X
k�l���

�s�k �s�skk �skk uk�l�

���

Replace the switch with r� Use superposition to deter�
mine the value of eswr �

er �

l��l�X
k��

erk ���

Consider the path between r and sk shown in Figure ���
The junction where the path meets the path from s�
is also shown� Note that for each k the signs are the
same as in Gsw � since only the switch changes� not the
bond graph structure�

R

�sk s�

�s�k�skk

�swk

Figure ��� The path between element sk and R�

��



In the same way as above we get

erk � �swk �skswk �skk erk �
�

and hence

er � �sw� �s�sw� �s�� er� �

l��l�X
k��

�swk �skswk �skk erk

� �sw� �s�sw� �s��
x�
c�

�

l�X
k��

�swk �skswk �skk
xk
ck

�

l��l�X
k�l���

�swk �skswk �skk uk�l�

���

Since the path between the R�element and s� does not
change for di�erent values of k� we know that the sign
describing the path is independent of k�

�swk �s�swk �s�k � �s�sw ���

Use this to rewrite Equation ����

er � �s�sw
x�
c�

�

l�X
k��

�s�sw�s�swk �s�k �skswk �skk
xk
ck

�

l��l�X
k�l���

�s�sw�s�swk �s�k �skswk �skk uk�l�

���

By using Lemma � we can express the sign �s�skk in
�s�swk and �skswk �

�s�skk � ��s�swk �skswk ���

Use this to rewrite Equation ����

er � �s�sw
x�
c�
�

l�X
k��

�s�sw�s�skk �s�k �skk
xk
ck

�

l��l�X
k�l���

�s�sw�s�skk �s�k �skk uk�l�

� �s�sw

�
x�
c�
�

l�X
k��

�s�skk �s�k �skk
xk
ck

�

l��l�X
k�l���

�s�skk �s�k �skk uk�l�

�
���

Compare Equation ��� with Equation ���� Then we
see that

er � �s�sw
x�
c�
� esw� � � �s�sw

�

c�
x� � c�e

sw
� �

�
�s�sw

c�
x� � gs� � gsp�

���

The last equality comes from Equation ����

We can conclude that er � �r x��gs��gsp� where �r �
�s�sw

c�
�� �� since �s�sw is a sign and c� is a coe�cient in

the constitutive relation for s�� From the constitutive
relation of r� e � �f it is clear that fr �

�r
�
x��g

s
��g

s
p�

�� Structure of the equation in the old state
variables
In this section� the derivatives of the old state variables
will be expressed in the old state variables� the inputs�
and y�� This is done using a standard equation gen�
eration algorithm following the causal paths to storage
elements and sources� To include y� in the description�
equation generation along the paths leading to r will
end at r� It is clear from Lemma � that the variables
at r depend on y��

Lemma ��
If deriving equations in Gr� expressing the state deriva�
tive at sk� a storage element in D� in y�� x� and u� by
following causal paths either to r or to storage elements
and sources� the equation will have the following form�

�xk �
�r
�
y� � gp�� � fkx�u� ���

where �r �� � and f�� �� does not depend on �� x is
the set of all old state variables and u is the set of all
inputs�

Proof� We know from Lemma � that there is a
direct causal path from sk to r� We also know from
Lemma � that the �ow variable at the R�element is
fr �

�r
�
y� � gp��� where �r �� ��

From Lemma � we also know that no other paths lead
directly to r� Then all other paths will end at a storage
element or a source without passing r� Since the R�
element is the only place where � is introduced� we can
conclude that f�� �� does not depend on ��

Lemma ��
Expressed in the new state variables �x� becomes

�xk �
�r
�
y� � gp�� � �ky�u� ���

where �r �� � and �k�� �� does not depend on �
�
�

Proof� Since the transformation matrix T is invert�
ible� we know that x � T��y� Then de�ne �ky�u� �
fkT

��y�u��

Lemma ��
If deriving equations in Gr� expressing the derivative
at a storage sk element outside D� the equation will

��



look like�

�xk � fkx�u� ���

where fk�� �� does not depend on �� x is the set of all
state variables and u is the set of all inputs�

Proof� It follow from the proof of Lemma ���

This lemma tells us that l � � linear combinations of
�x� � � � �xl that are independent of

�
�
can be found�

��� Structure of the equation in the new state
variables
In this Section the derivatives of the new state variables
�y will be expressed in the new state variables�

Lemma ��
If �y� is expressed in y�� � � � � yn the equation will have
the following structure�

�y� �
ky�
�

y� � gp�� � �y�u� �
�

where ky� �� �� and � is independent of �
�
�

Proof� To proof the statements� an expression for
�y� will be derived�

From Equations ��� and ��� we know that

y� � x� � ���a�x� � ���a�x� � � � �� ��l�al�xl� ���

If denoting the coe�cient in front of xk by k the ex�
pression for y� can be rewritten�

y� �

l�X
k��

kxk ���

Di�erentiate Equation ��

�y� �

l�X
k��

k �xk ���

Use Lemma �� to rewrite the right hand side�

�y� �

l�X
k��

k
�r
�
y� � gp�� � �ky�u�� ���

Now introduce

ky� �

l�X
k��

k�r ���

and

� �

l�X
k��

k�k ���

Then Equation �� can be rewritten

�y� �
ky�
�
y� � gp�� � �y�u� ���

From Lemma �� we know that �k does not depend
on �

�
� and since also k is independent of �

�
� we can

conclude that � �
Pl�

k�� k�k is independent of �
�
�

The proof is complete if we can conclude that ky� �� ��
To do this we will examine the way y� was derived in
the proof a little bit closer� If the sources in D are
removed from the bond graph we can from Lemma �
conclude that

y� �
�

�r
er ���

fr �
�r
�
y� ���

We can now express er in the old state variables� x by
following the causal paths to storage elements� and we
know from Lemma � that the causal paths from r leads
to storage elements in D� To conclude� we can express
y� as

y� �
�

�r

l�X
k��

�k
�

ck
xk �
�

where �r �� �� j�k j � � and ck �� �� ck is the constant
in the constitutive relation of storage element sk and
�k is the sign that describes the bondgraph structure
between r and sk�

Di�erentiate Equation �


�y� �
�

�r

l�X
k��

�k
�

ck
�xk ���

Now we will express �xk in y�� All dependencies of other
state variables are not interesting since we are looking
at the coe�cient in front of y�� Since the only causal
path inside D that leads to sk comes from r according
to Lemma �� and since all causal paths that leads out
from D does not depend on y� according to Lemma ��

Deriving equations along the path from sk to r to ex�
press �xk in y� we get

�xk � fk � ��kfr � ��k
�r
�
y� ���

That the sign is ��k follows from Lemma 
� and the
third equality follows from Equation ����

When combining Equations �
� and ��� we get

�y� � �
�

�

l�X
k��

��k
ck

y� ���

Since each ck is positive� ky� � �
��k
ck

is negative� and
hence not zero�

�




Lemma ��
�y� � � � �yl� are l� � � linearly independent linear combi�

nations of �x� � � � �xl� that are independent of �
�
�

Proof� In this proof we will consider the equations
de�ning y�� � � � � yl� � By di�erentiating these equations�
expressing them in fr we will conclude that the terms
including fr cancel each other�

From Equation ���� we know that for each k� k �
�� � � � � l��

yk � xk � �k�x� ���

By di�erentiating the expression we get

�yk � �xk � �k� �x� � frk � �k�f
r
� ���

where frk is the �ow at the k�th element in D�

The sign �k� arises from Gsw by following the causal
path from sk to s�� We introducing two signs� �s�k and
�skk along the path by splitting at the junction where
the path meets the path from the switch� according to
Figure ��� Since all �ows are equal at a ��junction� we

Sw

�sk s�

�s�k�skk

�swk

Figure ��� The path between element sk and s��

can conclude that

�k� � �s�k �skk ���

Our next step is to derive expressions for frk and fr� in
fr� We will do this by following causal path that leads
from elements sk and s�� However we will only consider
the two paths leading either from sk or s� to r� The
reason for this is that the contribution from the other
parts does not depend on �� Since all paths leading
to the R�element come from elements in D� paths not
leading directly from an element in D to r will never
reach r� Then it would have to pass an element in D�
but elements in D corresponds to either an input or a
state variable�

Consider the same junction in Gr� the junction where
the paths from s�� sk and r meet� see Figure �
�

The signs are the same as in Figure ��� since the bond
graph structure is the same�

R

�sk s�

�s�k�skk

�swk

Figure ��� The path between element sk and R�

From the �gure we see that

frk � �skk �swk fr ���

fr� � �s�k �swk fr ���

Now combine Equations ���� ���� ���� and ����

�yk � frk � �k�f
r
� � frk � �s�k �skk fr�

� �skk �swk fr � �s�k �skk �s�k �swk fr

� �skk �swk fr � �s�k �swk fr

� �

���

Lemma �
�yl���� � � � � �yn� are independent of �

�
�

Proof� From step 
 in Algorithm � we know that
yk � xk � x � fl� � �� � � � � n�g� Since the correspond�
ing storage elements does not belong to D� the equa�
tion does not depend on the variables at r according to
Lemma �� and hence not on �

�
�

Proof� �Of Theorem �	 Combine the results of Lem�
mas �
� �� and ��

 An Electrical Example

To illustrate the algorithm and the proof� Example �
is slightly extended� see Figure ��� The switched bond
graph model of the circuit is shown in Figure ��� If
starting the simulation with the switch open� i�e�� in
mode M�� and closing the switch after some time� en�
tering mode M�� a reduction of the state space will
occur� and the initialization of the states in the mode
M� will be non�trivial�

Mode M� with propagated causality is shown in Fig�
ure ��� The dependent set D� consists of the two stor�
age elements C� and C�� Three state variables are
introduced� one for each C�element� even though the
dimension of the state space is two�

��
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Figure ��� An electrical example�
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Figure �� A switched bond graph model of the circuit�
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Figure ��� Mode M� with propagated causality�

A relation between the states in D� is derived� x� �
c�
c�
x�� and rewritten� x� �

c�
c�
x� � �� Then a relation

between the rates is derived� �x� � � �x�� Integrate
both sides and rewrite the equation� x� � x� � �� The
left hand side is constant throughout the mode change�
x�t

�� � x�t
�� � x�t� � x�t��

An initialization rule for the state corresponding to C�

is also needed� Since the element is not in the depen�
dent set� the variable is continuous� x�t

�� � x�t��

These three equations together form a solvable set of
equations� and its solution is the initial state value of
the new mode��
�� � c�

c�
�

� � �
� � �

�
A
�
�x�t��x�t

��
x�t

��

�
A �

�
� �
x�t� � x�t�

x�t�

�
A �
�

To show the connection to a continuous model the
switch is replaced with an R���element as in Figure ���
The state space description derived from this model is

Se R��

R�

C�C�C�

�� �
e

Figure ��� The corresponding classical bond graph�
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The transformation matrix for the change of basis is
the one found in Equation �
��

T �

�
�� � c�

c�
�

� � �
� � �

�
A ���

Hence the new state space description is

�y � TAT��y � TBu ���

where

TAT�� �

�
B��

r��c��c�	
���c��

�c��c��c�	c�r�
c�

c�r��c��c�	
c�

c�r�c�
�

r��c��c�	
� �

r��c��c�	
� �

r�c�

� �
r��c��c�	

�
r��c��c�	

� �
r�c�

�
CA
���

��



and

TB �

�
��

c�
r�c�

� �
r�

� �
r�

�
A ���

By multiplying the �rst row with � the system is on
the desired form� By letting � � � and the �rst line
in the equation will have the solution y�t

�� � �� The
second and third lines describe the slow dynamics� and
are therefore assumed to be constant during the mode
change� y�t

�� � y�t�� y�t
�� � y�t�� These are ex�

actly the same initial conditions as derived from Equa�
tion �
��

It is noticeable that the e�ort variable shown in Fig�
ure �� is proportional to y�� e �

�
c�
y��
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